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me2me, AG to introduce the next generation of
speech recognition technology at Medica 2011 in
DÃ¼sseldorf
RealWire
Transcription workflow & digital dictation solution provided by Frisbee Enterprise
including Speech Understanding™ Technology powered by M*Modal.
Baar, November 10, 2011 – me2me AG [1], the developers of the industry
changing Frisbee Transcription Workflow & Dictation Solution with Speech
Understanding announced today that they are participating and exhibiting in
“Medica-2011”, a prestigious world renowned medical exhibition being held in
Düsseldorf, Germany from November 16 through 19th.

Transcription

me2me, AG is taking this great opportunity to announce and demonstrate Frisbee
Enterprise transcription & dictation platform at this exhibition with a remarkable
“Speech Understanding” solution powered by M*Modal. Speech Understanding™ is
a solution that interfaces with both “back-end” as well as front-end speech
recognition.
Frisbee Enterprise with M*Modal’s Speech Understanding™ provides functionality
that goes beyond traditional speech recognition and enables Healthcare
Organizations to efficiently create high quality, meaningful clinical documentation
at an affordable price. Where traditional speech recognition turns audio into flat
text, M*Modal’s Speech Understanding automatically translates a physician’s
dictation into a structured, meaningful and understandable document. When
created and shared, it provides the most effective way to populate an EHR/EMR
system or specialty information systems, such as radiology, pathology and
emergency department, with structured, interoperable clinical documentation. This
is all done to help our clients save time, money, and reduce stress.
“Our efforts are to help the healthcare community where Speech Recognition is a
feature widely requested and needed by users” said Peter Hauser CEO of me2me
AG. “The M*Modal’s cloud-based software is a technology that does not require the
physicians to spend time “training” the software or that needs any special
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hardware, such as servers. This is just one of the many things that clearly set us
apart from other solutions. We feel we are better equipped to help the “ever
evolving” healthcare facilities while reducing their costs.
“We are very proud of the technological agreement signed with M*Modal whose
solution is used by seven of the top ten medical transcription service organizations
in the US”, continued Peter Hauser. Thanks to M*Modal Speech Understanding
solution, me2me will be able to offer its dictation and workflow management
solution Frisbee to all size healthcare customers, including single providers. We will
also be able to enhance our offerings to include the European markets by adding
multiple languages such as German and French, to name a few.”
M*Modal’s solution is hosted in a secure and stable off-site data center where
customers can connect from any secure connection. Frisbee Enterprise is also
connected to the secure data center and manages all the clinical notes, reports, and
documents in a secure manner.
As a result of this strategic partnership, me2me is now able to offer a very unique
and stable solution to its current and future clients. This enables all clients to easily
convert speech into their own customized structured clinical formats. The Speech
Understanding technology feature powered by M*Modal is an optional feature with
the Frisbee Enterprise solution.
About M*Modal
M Modal is a technology developer that provides the healthcare industry with
Speech Understanding™ solutions, a unique combination of native speech
recognition and natural language understanding (NLU) that goes beyond basic
speech-to-text conversion and creates structured, clinically encoded documents. For
more information about M*Modal, please visit www.mmodal.com [2].
About me2me AG
me2me AG is a software company delivering productivity solutions for enterprise
mobility. The me2me product portfolio helps users to connect to enterprise
information and communication systems via easy-to-use mobile applications! The
products includes voice based application delivered through mobile devices (cars,
cell phones & smart phones) as well as Frisbee, a state-of-the-art dictation and
transcription workflow solution used in the legal, healthcare and administration
verticals. For more information please visit www.me2me.com [3].
###
For more information:
Dominique-Doriane MARTIN-LAGARDETTE
me2me AG
+41 (0) 79 874 92 36
d.martin-lagardette@me2me.com [4]
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